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In the pre sent note we announce a result on the eigenvalues of par-
titioned matrices, together with some applications to graphs and designs.
Proofs and further details will be contained in the author's thesis.
Let A denote a Hermitian n x n matrix over <l Let A be partitioned
into m2 block matrices A i j such that all Ali are square matrices:
[All ... AIm]A= : : .
AmI .. . A mm
Let B denote the m x m matrix whose ij1b entry equals the average
row sum of A i j , for all i,j E [1, m] . The eigenvalues of A and B are real.
It is known [l] that the eigenvalues of B are bounded by the largest and
the smallest eigenvalue of A. This fact is often used in combinatorial
situations und er the name "Higman-Sims technique" . Now the following
more general theorem holds:
THEOREM. The eigenvalues C'<I :>"' ;> IX n of A and the eigenvalues
s,» ... >!3m of B satisfy IXn-m+i < !3i < lXi, for all i E [1 , m].
If, for some k E [0 , m], !3i=lXi for all i E [1, k] and !3i=lXn-m+i for all
i E [k+ 1, m], then A i j has constant row and column sum for all
i , j E [1, m] .
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This theorem has a variety of applications, some of which are indicated
below . Let G be a regular graph on v vertices of degree k, Let II be an
induced subgraph of G on VI vertices of average degree kl . Let <Xl ;> .•• ;> <xv
be the eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix of G, so <Xl=k. Then
A similar result holds for non-regular graphs G, but the general formula
is complicated. However, in the special case when the subgraph is a
coclique (has no edges) the formula is nice . Let G denote any graph on
v vertices, with eigenvalues <Xl;> . . . .>(Xv, and let km be the smallest degree
in G. Then the size VI of a coclique in G satisfies
(2)
This implies that the coloring number of any graph is bounded below
by 1- k;"!<Xl(XV. If G is regular, then both (1) and (2) imply a formula
due to A. J. Hoffman (unpublished) for the size VI of a void subgraph in G:
(3) -(XvVl«V -k--'
-(Xv
For an arbitrary partitioned matrix N , our theorem applies to
and analogous results are obtained in terms of the singular values of N.
Here is a sample of such results .
Suppose 0'1;> 0'2;> . . • > 0 are the singular values of the incidence matrix
of a I-design with parameters (v , b, k, r) , so O'l=Vrk. For a sub-Ldesign
with parameters (v], bi, kI, n) we have
For an arbitrary incidence structure we give an inequality in case the
subdesign is the void design (VI , bi, 0, 0) :
(5) r;.k;"VIbl<O'i~(v-Vl)(b-bl),
where rm and km denote the minimal row and column sum of the incidence
matrix.
As a consequence of the second part of our theorem we infer the fol-
lowing. If equaity hold s in (1) ... (5), then all four submatrices of the
adjacency [incidence] matrix have constant row and column sum.
The above formulas become easy to apply when the eigenvalues or
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singular values are expressible in terms of the parameters of the graph
or incidence st ruct ure. This applies to st rongly regular graphs, block
design s and partial geometries.
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